Nursery: What makes me special?
WOW: Game to match baby photos to children now.
LC1: What do I look like?

LC2: Where do I live?

Home corner role play with familiar home objects
Acorn face templates for ‘Amazing Acorns’ tree
Natural collages of ourselves
Compare bears and size language
Toy cameras to take photos of each other
Pushchairs with dolls/babies and clothes
Sorting pictures from baby to current

Shape houses (square, circles, rectangles and triangles)
Dolls house and furniture with small world people
Coffee play dough with eyes, pom-poms, pipe cleaners (3 bears)
Matching three bears to bowls, spoons etc of the correct size
Large house construction ~ wooden blocks/mega blocks
Porridge oats mark making exploration
Designing a bed for Goldilocks

LC3: How can I keep my body healthy?

Reflection:
Can children confidently talk about themselves and things they
like and dislike?
Can they talk about their home and family?
Do they explain how they are special?

Washing babies in the water tray and dressing them
Printing with carrots and tomatoes from our garden
Mark making on laminated face phots of children in nursery
Superhero capes and intro of characteristics of learning
superheroes
Doctor box and equipment with poorly teddies
Concave and convex mirrors with pencils and clipboards

Nursery: What makes me special?
WOW:
Baby photo matching game.

LC1
LC2
LC3
Reflection

What do I look like?
Where do I live?
How can I stay healthy?
Can children confidently talk about themselves and things
they like and dislike?
Can they talk about their home and family?
Do they explain how they are special?

Text Links:

LINKS
Writing:
Drawing self portraits
Writing letters in own name
Sensory mark making
Role play:
Home corner/construction site
Reading:
Finding own name on pegs and tray
Story Time
Book corner
Topic display
Scientific Links:
Learning how to keep our bodies healthy
Introduction to growth and how we have changed from birth to now ~ baby
photos from home
Leaning parts of our bodies at a basic level
Creative Links:
Small world homes and families
Acting out ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’ with story sack props
Printing with vegetables, collage with different materials, textures and sensory
approaches.

SMSC:
Learning to understand we are all unique and to celebrate our differences.
Becoming tolerant of each other when sharing resources and space.
Understanding the Ashcroft rules and behavioural expectations.

Problem Solving:
Recognising numerals
Matching numerals and quantities
Exploring shape and space
Comparing sizes of people
Investigating, explaining and creating
patterns
Showing an interest in numerals
around the setting

Computing:
Dressing Ted
Self-portraits on Colour Magic
Games to develop mouse control
Number games to 5 or 10 depending
on ability
Phase one phonics games to
investigate sounds and to distinguish
between them

